Introduction
Computer aided decision support exists almost since the computers themselves [10] . Many real life problems in planning, controlling, analyzing and monitoring in economy, transportations, industrial production, infrastructures, ecology and other branches can be modeled as problems of multicriteria optimization [6, 8, 9] . One of the most important things today is the wise management of energy consumption and efficiency. Numerous scientific researches point out the need of continuous improvements in this area by means of automated process control and energy management systems [11] . This is a place where the use of decision support software systems is a must.
Multiple criteria optimization problems solving is applicable also in the widely used distributed computers and communication networks where the optimization itself is a critical task [13] .
Defined by their nature, the optimization problems are related to huge mathematical computations that are practically impossible to be done in reasonable time without some kind of computer aid. Here comes the use of the software decision support systems.
At the beginning they were a single user type and implemented only one method or a few similar methods of one type. With the beginning of the Internet era, some network-based systems appeared [1] . But still most of them were problem-oriented and they could only solve one specific problem. For software implementation mainly Java applet technologies were used, but this approach has many limitations. This architecture was still basically client-side technology and it is limited by the hardware resources of the client machine, memory, data volume, CPU power and problem complexity.
Nowadays most of the software is network oriented and the most popular architecture is the WEB. When thinking about web, there are certain problems and limitations associated with it [2] . One of them is that the web architecture does not allow persistent communication between the client and the server. This automatically put limits on the response time and the amount of data exchanged between the servers and clients. When solving multiple criteria optimization problems, the computation time needed is highly undetermined which conflicts with these communication limitations. Despite of these problems, the tendency is that web technology takes place almost everywhere in all kinds of the software solutions. WebOptim itself is a web based software system that has its own solution of overcoming the communication limitations of the web architecture.
System structure
The technologies used for developing WebOptim system are entirely Microsoft specific:
• .NET 4.0
WebOptim is built on a modular principle and contains the following main modules ( Fig. 1 ):
• User interface • User management and security module • Solvers management and maintenance module 
User interface
The WebOptim system is a web application which means that its user interface presents entirely standard html elements that are supported by all contemporary web browsers on all operating systems. The most valuable advantage using this technology is that it automatically makes the whole system platform and operating system independent! All that the user needs in order to explore WebOptim. is a web browser and Internet connection. The whole system is developed as MVC 4.0 Web Application [3] . The first step of using WebOptim system is the creation of a personal account. This is done by standard web forms with minimum information requirements -names, email and password (Fig. 2) . In this way the user can create, store and solve optimization problems which are automatically associated with his profile. Any problem from the personal profile can be shared simply by making it public. Furthermore, the security module is responsible for taking care of system logging, permissions management and personal information maintenance. This part of the system manages the user profiles. This is where all user personal information is stored − login credentials, personal details, the optimization problems and their solutions, information about errors and specific problem solving details. Microsoft SQL relational database is used for information storage.
Solvers management and maintenance
The system architecture allows different methods and algorithms to be used for solving linear single or multi-objective optimization problems. With its common machine gateway interface, WebOptim enables using solvers written in different programming languages for different computer architectures. The solvers can be installed on one server together with WebOptim or on remote servers with the operating systems. This interface is realized by using standard protocols for data exchange − XML, WSDL, SOAP [5] .
Solving optimization problems with a large number of variables and objective functions needs significant computer time. As a result, the solution cannot be obtained immediately. That is why each problem is stored in the database and marked as "sent to solver". When the solution is ready, the solver returns the result of the problem based on its unique identification number and the status of the problem is changed to "solution obtained" or "error received".
The users define their optimization problems by using one of the following standard linear optimization descriptions formats:
• MPS file format -Supported by most lp solvers, but it is old and difficult to be read by humans.
• LP format -Native format of the lpsolve open source library. Readable by humans and its syntax is very similar to the mathematical formulation of the problem.
• CPLEX − very readable and its syntax is similar to the mathematical formulation. Used mainly by the CPLEX solver.
• LINDO -developed by Lindo Systems and used for their solver. Human readable and close to the mathematical formulation.
• OSIL XML − This format is very recent and uses a XML layout.
Solvers
Currently WebOptim supports three solvers. Two of them are based on the open source LPSolve library [4] . The first is a solver responsible for solving single criteria linear optimization problems and it implements the GENS-IM algorithm. Figs 3 and 4 show the algorithm user interface. Again it consists of typical web forms elements where the user can define, solve and receive the solution of the problem. The second solver is again LPSolve based and implements the multicriteria GENS-IM algorithm. Its user interface is slightly different because this is an interactive multi-steps solver which requires input of additional problem specific information at each step (Fig. 5) . The third solver is most recent, evolutionary based and allows solving of nonlinear multicriteria optimization problems. This is the FIEM solver [7] and it is still in a development and testing stage. The solving process with FIEM is also interactive and multistep (Figs 6, 7) . WebOptim is designed to be open for extensions in the future. It means that new methods, solvers, problem types can be easily added at any time. This is achievable by using XML language for communication standard and web services. Here comes the role of an intermediate system module, which takes care of the communication between the end user interfaces, database storage and solvers. This module performs two main tasks: security and solvers information exchange. There are also two subtasks -sending requests to the solvers and handling solver responses for solutions of the problems. This is done by using a unified solver web service with SOAP communication [12] .
Public API module
This module gives the program interface for machine communication with other external software systems. Its purpose is to provide functionalities for:
• Sending a problem for solving to the corresponding solver • Sending a solution response to the external system (web service). This is accomplished by using standard SOAP web services. Web services provide standard tools for inter-operability between different software applications, running on various platforms. The main advantage of the web services is that they allow integration between systems based on different program languages and different operating systems, regardless of their physical location.
Two web service interfaces ensure these module functionalities:
1. Problems receiving web service interface.
This web service endpoint allows remote posting of problems to the system by sending the following parameters:
• ProblemKey − Unique identifier for the problem • Syntax -Name of the syntax that is used to define the problem • Definition − Definition of the problem • UserKey − Curently not used • ReturnURL − URL address of the webservice endpoint where the solution will be returned. For security reasons the IP address of this URL address must match the sender IP address. When the problem is posted, it goes to the target solver and waits for a solution response. After obtaining a solution (or an error), the role of the second public API interface s realized, that sends the response to the corresponding remote system where the problem comes from. This is done by using a target web service point that was sent with the "ReturnURL" parameter.
Solution postback service
The purpose of this module is to send the web service response to the remote system. It uses again a standard SOAP web services technology and sends the following response parameters:
• ProblemKey − Unique identifier for the problem (it has the same value that was sent by the remote system when posting the problem)
• Solution − Obtained solution (when no errors occurred).
• Verbose − Additional debug information.
• 
Solving multicriteria optimization problems
Decision making problems are non-formalized or weak formalized problems and their solution involves active participation of the so called Decision Makers (DM). The solutions depend on DM's preferences related to the current problem. It is an interactive process of finding solution, providing new preferences, finding another solution which satisfies these preferences. For the purpose of this paper, an example using GENS-IM multicriteria solver is included.
The first step of the solution finding process is to choose how the user preferences will be provided to the system. The DM can choose among ten types of preferences and each of them implements a different method. Each method transforms the multiple criteria optimization problem to a single criterion one through the so called scalarization. Therefore, WebOptim provides a specific user interface for each preferences input choice.
There are three main classes for providing preferences to the system, which define what user interface input element will be provided (Fig. 8) :
• By setting criteria weights • By setting a reference point in the objective space • Choosing between 7 classes of classification. 
Providing preferences by criteria weights
The user must input certain weights for each criterion, which sets the importance of each objective function (Fig. 9) . It includes two methods:
• Weighted sum of the objectives: Scalarizing problem of weighted sums.
Input parameters: The DM sets weights for each objective function. Output parameters: one supported Pareto optimal solution.
• General criterion in the form of a min/max value: Tchebycheff scalarizing problem (or augmented Tchebycheff scalarizing problem). Input parameters: The DM sets weights for each objective function. Output parameters: one (weak) Pareto optimal solution. The user must define a reference point (or directions) for the next solution (Fig. 10) . It includes six methods:
• One objective vs. the rest: Scalarizing problem of ε constraints method.
Input parameters: The DM sets one objective function for maximization (minimization) and lower (upper) bounds for the rest (ε-constraints).
Output parameters: one (weak) Pareto optimal solution.
• Improving only a part of the objectives: Scalarizing problem of STEM (STEP method). Input parameters: The DM specifies the set of objectives to be relaxed and the amounts by which they are to be relaxed. It is looking for improvement of the rest of the objectives.
• Input parameters: The DM classifies the objectives based on a frame of three classes:
1. The set of objectives to be improved by the desired values or towards desired aspiration levels 2. The set of objectives may be impaired by no more than a set value or towards a desired aspiration level.
3. The set of objectives to either preserve or improve their current values of the criteria.
Output parameters: one (weak) Pareto optimal solution. (Fig. 11 ).
• Frame of seven classes (DALDI). The DALDI scalarizing problem realizes the searching strategy "no great benefit-little loss".
• Input parameters. The DM classifies each objective based on a frame of The goal of this interactive multistep solving process is to find a Paretooptimal solution that satisfies the decision maker. Then it is taken as a final solution of the initial problem.
Conclusion
WebOptim system is a web-based software application designed to support decision makers in solving different multicriteria optimization problems. A key feature of the system is that it is designed to be easily expanded by using the latest web services technologies and communication protocols. Other important advantages of the system are:
• Targeted to a wide range of users from different professional fields and with different experience levels in the field of optimization.
• User friendly interface, accessible worldwide via the Web • Implements one single criterion solver and two multicriteria interactive solvers • Providing API interface for external use by third party developers
The future development of WebOptim will be concentrated on building new more efficient methods, algorithms and solvers for multicriteria optimization. The flexible design of the system makes it an ideal platform for implementing and testing such products.
